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The costs and benefits of primary prevention
of zoonotic pandemics
Aaron S. Bernstein1*, Amy W. Ando2,3, Ted Loch-Temzelides4, Mariana M. Vale5,6, Binbin V. Li7,8,
Hongying Li9, Jonah Busch10, Colin A. Chapman11,12,13,14, Margaret Kinnaird15, Katarzyna Nowak16†,
Marcia C. Castro17, Carlos Zambrana-Torrelio9, Jorge A. Ahumada10, Lingyun Xiao18, Patrick Roehrdanz10,
Les Kaufman19, Lee Hannah10, Peter Daszak9, Stuart L. Pimm8*, Andrew P. Dobson20,21*
The lives lost and economic costs of viral zoonotic pandemics have steadily increased over the past century. Prominent
policymakers have promoted plans that argue the best ways to address future pandemic catastrophes should
entail, “detecting and containing emerging zoonotic threats.” In other words, we should take actions only after
humans get sick. We sharply disagree. Humans have extensive contact with wildlife known to harbor vast numbers
of viruses, many of which have not yet spilled into humans. We compute the annualized damages from emerging
viral zoonoses. We explore three practical actions to minimize the impact of future pandemics: better surveillance
of pathogen spillover and development of global databases of virus genomics and serology, better management of
wildlife trade, and substantial reduction of deforestation. We find that these primary pandemic prevention actions
cost less than 1/20th the value of lives lost each year to emerging viral zoonoses and have substantial cobenefits.
INTRODUCTION: PREVENTION, NOT JUST CURE
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another example, the G-20 formed a high-level panel on “Financing
the Global Commons for Pandemic Preparedness and Response”
tasked with “assessing the current financing systems and suggesting
viable solutions for the longer term.” In their progress note of
April 2021, the panel clarifies that it only considers financing of
post-spillover activities (3).
Much research shows that the spillover of viruses from animals
to humans is the major source of pandemic risk (4, 5). The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic most likely had its origins
in a zoonotic event (6). Hence, the failure to consider minimizing
spillover in influential conversations dedicated to preventing the
next pandemic perplexes us. These reports hammer on the need to
invest more in technology to diagnose, treat, and quickly vaccinate
after diseases emerge. If the current pandemic has taught us anything,
then it is that no amount of technology can save us from poor
governance once an epidemic takes hold in the human population.
Here, we address the need for spillover prevention by evaluating
the rate of novel zoonotic virus emergence over the past century. By
“novel” we mean previously unknown. We quantify the annualized
mortality and economic costs of emerging viruses. We then contrast
this with the costs of what we define as primary pandemic prevention
actions. We explain the value of better knowledge of viral diversity to
primary prevention and then address the three main drivers of pathogen emergence: (i) wildlife trade and hunting, (ii) agricultural intensification and expansion, and (iii) destruction of tropical forests. We
examine China’s recent wildlife trade restrictions to reduce spillover risk
from wild animal capture and trade. We then illustrate that slowing
tropical deforestation is essential to prevention. Last, we note that
enhanced wildlife veterinary capabilities are needed to improve spillover surveillance. We conclude that primary prevention costs a fraction of the cost of cures.
ZOONOTIC PANDEMICS ARE FREQUENT AND RISING IN COST

Frequency
The COVID-19 pandemic was predictable but not prevented. Novel
viral outbreaks appear at an irregular but increasing rate (Fig. 1 and
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Leaders in public health, medicine, multilateral organizations, global
health nonprofits, and many prominent policymakers have promoted
plans that argue that the best ways to address future pandemic
catastrophes should entail “detecting and containing emerging
zoonotic threats (1).” In other words, we should take actions only
after humans get sick. We sharply disagree.
As prominent examples of these approaches that consider solutions only after humans get sick, consider The Global Preparedness
Monitoring Board, a joint initiative of the World Bank and the
World Health Organization (WHO). This board is tasked with
ensuring “preparedness for global health crises.” Its World in Disorder
report (September 2020) makes a strong plea to improve global
health security that focuses heavily on vaccines, pharmaceuticals,
and diagnostic tests (2). Preventing spillover is not mentioned. As
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Fig. 1. Deaths per year from novel viral zoonotic outbreaks since 1912. Numbers are color-coded by the number of continents over which they spread. The size of the
symbol shows economic costs, in addition to those based on loss of life, for just the five cases for which the World Bank provided estimates (8). Studies of economic costs
from infectious outbreaks use different methods and their results may not be directly comparable. Our study concentrates on loss-of-life costs using the value of statistical
life (VSL). VSL costs from other epidemics could be calculated retrospectively using the methods we have used for COVID-19. We have assigned HIV to 1980, although its
mortality was spread over many years. Additional references are in the Supplementary Materials.

Costs of pandemics
Pandemics have become more frequent and more costly. We previously made preliminary cost estimates for reducing risks of future
infectious outbreaks with pandemic potential and compared these
to the cost of COVID-19 after its first 6 months (9). Here, we report
on a more comprehensive economic approach that estimates the
annualized value of lives lost and economic damages for emerging
viral zoonoses over the past century. Calculating an annualized cost
to viral zoonoses over a long time horizon provides a more robust
estimate. It aims to inform policymakers about how much we should
spend to prevent spillover each year, rather than an estimate based
on a single and outsized pandemic.
To compute how much to spend on preventing spillover, we
tabulated every novel viral zoonosis that has appeared since 1918 that
killed at least 10 people (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Our core analysis includes Spanish influenza; this improves our ability to calibrate the
tail of the distribution composed of severe events that only occur a
few times in 100 years. We also present results obtained with that
event excluded. Last, we used these data to calibrate a hyperbolic
distribution of annual mortality relative to the current world
population for novel emerging viral infections. The data provide the
frequencies and mean severities of all outbreaks and of severe events.
We then use this information to calibrate the remaining parameter of the hyperbolic distribution. See details in the Supplementary
Materials.
Bernstein et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabl4183 (2022)
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The baseline expected annual mortality from viral disease epidemics
with the current world population is 3.3 million lives. Estimated
willingness to pay (WTP) to prevent mortality can range from
$107,000 to $6.4 million per life or more, depending on the country's
wealth (10, 11). Applying the more conservative range of WTP, we
find that avoiding this loss of life translates into a WTP of between
$350 billion to $21 trillion annually. The broad range of values arises
because we do not know in which countries future pandemics
would occur.
Using the upper range of those WTP values and reducing the
likelihood of extreme outbreaks by just 10% cut expected deaths by
300,000 and monetized mortality losses by up to $2 trillion each year
(Table 2). Strategies that curtail the risk of any epidemic by half would
save 1.6 million lives a year and reduce mortality costs by $10 trillion.
Policymakers and the public may neglect threats from lowprobability, future catastrophic pandemics (12). We show the consequences of such neglect by calibrating a distribution of pandemic
severity with data that exclude the Spanish influenza event. This
oversight leads us to underestimate expected annual lives lost (and
the associated costs) by almost an order of magnitude (Table 2,
bottom row).
Beyond the WTP for preventing deaths described in Table 2, viral
diseases exact direct economic losses that policymakers can use to
justify public expenditures. The economic cost of emerging viral
zoonoses comes from the lost fraction of world gross national income (GNI) from disease outbreaks of varying severity. Fan et al. (13)
calculate the average lost GNI from a pandemic as 0.6% of world
GNI. Applying that number to the world GNI of $87 trillion in 2019,
the average lost GNI for an outbreak is $522 billion. We have observed 28 outbreaks since 1950, so the expected number of outbreaks
of any severity per year is 0.40. Thus, the baseline annual expected
loss in GNI from viral zoonotic disease outbreaks is $212 billion. If
prevention actions cut those economic losses in half in addition to
halving mortality costs, then the additional expected annual savings
would be $106 billion. These GNI costs are additional to the WTP
costs in Table 2.
In our cost estimates, we excluded major outbreaks of pathogens in
domestic livestock or crops. The U.K. foot and mouth epidemic
2 of 13
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Table 1). More recent decades have fewer years between outbreaks,
fewer years with no outbreaks, and outbreaks that spread to populations on more continents. Earlier work suggested that, over the past
century, viruses are detected in humans at a roughly uniform rate of two
novel species per year (7). The data illustrated in Fig. 1 show that a
higher proportion of these spillover events now gives rise to larger outbreaks. If we express time between outbreaks as cumulative peopleyears or births, then the rate of pandemic emergence is curiously
constant (fig. S1). This result points toward some form of criticality
that requires further examination with richer datasets. Nonetheless, it implies that as the number of people alive increases, pandemics will occur more frequently and affect more people.
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Table 1. Mortality from zoonotic viral emergence since 1918. Mortality rounded to the nearest 10 of novel viral zoonotic outbreaks with greater than 10
deaths since 1918.
Virus

Year

Deaths

World population

Deaths per million

Spanish influenza

1918

50,000,000

1,830,000,000

27,322

Hantaan virus

1951

46,430

2,584,034,261

18

South American hantaviruses

1956

1990

2,822,443,282

0.71

Kyasanur forest disease

1957

1,000

2,873,306,090

0.35

H2N2 influenza

1957

1,100,000

2,873,306,090

383

Junin virus

1958

5,900

2,925,686,705

2.02

Lacrosse virus

1960

300

3,034,949,748

0.10

Machupo virus

1963

290

3,211,001,009

0.09

Marburg virus

1967

370

3,478,769,962

0.11

H3N2 influenza

1968

1,000,000

3,551,599,127

282

Lassa fever

1969

250,000

3,625,680,627

69

Venezuelan equine
encephalitis

1969

300

3,625,680,627

0.08

Monkeypox

1970

5,000

3,700,437,046

1.35

Ebola

1976

12,930

4,154,666,864

3.11

Rift Valley fever

1977

3,000

4,229,506,060

0.71

HIV

1980

10,700,000

4,458,003,514

2,400*

Puumala virus

1980

10

4,458,003,514

0.00

1989

140

5,237,441,558

0.03

1993

260

5,581,597,546

0.05

Andes

1995

130

5,744,212,979

0.02
0.03

Nipah

1998

200

5,984,793,942

West Nile

1999

2,330

6,064,239,055

0.38

SARS

2002

770

6,301,773,188

0.12

Chikungunya

2004

35,000

6,461,159,389

5.42

H1N1 influenza

2008

284,000

6,789,088,686

42

Severe fever
thrombocytopenia syndrome

2009

370

6,872,767,093

0.05

MERS

2012

860

7,125,828,059

0.12

Zika

2015

50

7,379,797,139

0.01

COVID-19†

2020

4,000,000†

7,794,798,739

496

*HIV mortality spread over the following decades.

†COVID-19 deaths are those to July 2021.

of 2001 cost more than $8 billion, and the emergence of bovine
spongiform encephalopathy in Europe in the 1990s had similar
financial impact (14, 15). The current outbreaks of swine disease
in China and Southeast Asia and the continuing spread of chronic
wasting disease in the United States are likewise costly. Each of
these livestock pathogens may be only a handful of mutations away
from triggering a human pandemic. So, too, are the frequent outbreaks of avian influenza in wild and domestic waterfowl. Emerging
pathogens of livestock exploit the same routes to spillover as those
that cause human pandemics. The mitigation measures that we describe below to prevent future human pandemics will also benefit
livestock disease emergence risks. We can depict the costs graphically from the perspective of the cost during the year a major epidemic occurs and the average cost to prevent it.
Bernstein et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabl4183 (2022)
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The estimates in Table 1 also do not fully quantify the annual
damage these viruses cause to human lives or the economy. There is
no clear way, for example, to estimate the psychological impact of
COVID-19 on people who have lost jobs, relatives, or have had to live
in isolation. Nor can we easily ascertain additional costs that stem
from medical care deferred because of the pandemic. Such costs
may remain hidden for years after a pandemic arises. For example,
billions of dollars are spent each year to care for individuals infected
with HIV (16).
PRIMARY PREVENTION

The WHO identifies five phases of infectious disease emergence:
pre-emergence, emergence, localized transmission, epidemic, and
3 of 13
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Guanrito virus
Sin Nombre virus
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Table 2. Expected annual WTP to avoid mortality losses under
three scenarios.
Total lives lost
(millions)

Total WTP to avoid
lives lost (trillion
dollars)

Baseline from observed
events

3.3

0.35–21

Extreme outbreaks
10% less likely

3.0

0.32–19

Prevention cuts all
frequencies ½

1.7

0.18–11

Baseline without
Spanish influenza

0.4

0.04–2.6

Viral discovery and surveillance: Foundations of
primary prevention
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the
agent responsible for COVID-19, is a single-stranded RNA virus. So
too were all but one of the other pathogens that have caused novel
and lethal pandemics over the past 70 years (Table 1). (The exception is monkeypox, a double-stranded DNA virus.) While other
infectious pandemics such as cholera, tuberculosis, and a bevy of
antimicrobial-resistant organisms remain major health threats, the
ability of single-stranded RNA viruses to emerge and produce global
upheaval within a year or two is unparalleled.
Even with many actions, including those presented below, taken
to prevent viral spillover, some amount of spillover will inevitably
occur. When it does, knowing the pathogens that may transfer from
an animal to a person and detecting them quickly can foreshorten
outbreak containment and inform primary prevention.
Humanity needs a global viral discovery project if we are to prevent future pandemics. An unbiased polymerase chain reaction–
based approach targeting viral families [e.g., (16, 17)] could identify
the presence of potentially zoonotic pathogens, which may number
in the hundreds of thousands (23). In relation to primary prevention,
this library would help target where activities should be focused
geographically. It would complement further downstream prevention through enabling rapid identification of pathogens when they
emerge and accelerating diagnostic test and vaccine development.
This pathogen catalog would also benefit livestock and wild animal
populations that pathogens threaten.
As an example of the value of viral discovery, we consider Fig. 3
that shows viral accumulation curves for Pteropid bats and macaque
Bernstein et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabl4183 (2022)
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Agriculture and disease emergence
Agricultural intensification and expansion play a major role in
pathogen emergence (20, 30). High-density livestock operations can
serve as an opportune environment for spillover from wild animals
into livestock or as incubators for pandemic influenza strains. Nipah
virus emergence in Malaysia occurred on a large pig farm encircled
by mango trees and set on the edge of native forests. This arrangement created favorable conditions for spillover of Nipah virus from
bats to pigs and from pigs to people (31, 32). Large pig and poultry
farms are where the genetic reassortment needed to source pandemic
influenza strains may most likely occur (33, 34).
A distinct risk for spillover arises from the farming of wild
animals. This practice has grown in the past two decades, and some
advocate its use to reduce pressure on wild animal populations (35).
With increasing headcounts and proximity to people, wild animal
farms represent an emerging spillover risk (36).
Feeding 8 billion people today and many more in the coming
decades puts pressure to convert forests and other lands into farms.
Conversion of savannahs is also a source of pathogens that we discuss in the Supplementary Materials. Agriculture must be reformed
4 of 13
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pandemic (17). We recognize spillover as a sixth and critical step in
disease emergence (Fig. 2). Viruses spill over into people from wild
animals, sometimes by way of domesticated ones (18, 19). Among
many causes, greater human and animal contact, livestock rearing,
deforestation, and wildlife hunting and trade stand out as drivers of
spillover (20).
What can we do to minimize the risk of future outbreaks and
increase the speed of detecting novel pathogens before they spread
locally and globally? The rest of this paper suggests three major courses
of action. First, expand viral discovery and surveillance. Second,
monitor wildlife hunting and trade as well as large, high-density
animal husbandry for viral infections. Last, prevent deforestation
and other land-use changes associated with agricultural expansion.

monkeys. These curves illustrate the rate at which novel viral pathogens are identified with increasing numbers of animals sampled.
They reveal the diversity of viruses to which people who encounter
them may be exposed. For Pteropid bats, the data in Fig. 3 suggest
that people may be exposed to ~50% of the potential viruses circulating in the wild population if they contact around 400 animals. As
50% represents approximately 30 viruses, this suggests that we have
either been lucky not to have had more transmissions or that most
viruses cannot replicate in humans. Roughly 50 to 60 viruses circulate in the bats for which we present data. People in the trade are
likely exposed to many or all these viruses.
A caveat for Fig. 3 is that the viruses most frequently encountered—
those that form the rising, left side of the accumulation curve—are
predominantly those with the highest prevalence in wild host populations. The pathogens detected most frequently are likely to have
more efficient transmission and limited virulence. In contrast, rarer
viruses will have less efficient transmission, greater virulence, or
potentially both. Identifying rare and potentially more virulent viruses
will require more extensive sampling of host populations (25, 26).
The virulence and transmission efficiency expressed in one host may
not correlate to those apparent when the pathogen infects a human
or other hosts. Viruses that are relatively harmless in bats, for instance, may be severe in human and other nonvolant mammals (27).
As a real-world example, we discuss China’s efforts at pathogen
surveillance in the Supplementary Materials.
The value of viral discovery has its limits. Viral genomes cannot
be readily used to ascertain host preference or virulence, although
there have been recent advances using metagenomic approaches
(28). Coupling viral libraries with data from routine serological surveillance of wildlife and livestock farmers, market workers, traders,
hunters, wildlife consumers, and other at-risk populations, as well
as enhanced surveillance for unusual clusters of symptoms in these
groups, would augment the library’s value. A viral genomic library
attached to serologic data can give insights into spillover rates and
accelerate matching viral genotypes with probable hosts (29). As with
the genomes of newly found viruses, the information obtained must
be made nonproprietary and available to scientists from all nations
to optimize viral identification.
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Fig. 2. Phases of pathogen emergence, from local to global. The World Health Organization identifies five phases to which we have added a sixth: pathogen spillover (in red).

to minimize, or ideally reverse, land conversion (37), and demand
for less sustainable food must also be curtailed (38–40).
An analysis of the hundred largest zoonotic outbreaks over the
past 30 years points to agricultural intensification as a primary driver
of the resurgence of older pathogens such as anthrax, brucellosis,
and salmonellosis (41). All the measures that we propose to reduce
novel pathogen emergence will also reduce the re-emergence of
pathogens that have plagued humans and our domesticated animals
for millennia.
The need for more veterinarians
Veterinarians have had a principal role as sentinels for disease
emergence. They have been the principal proponents of the One
Bernstein et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabl4183 (2022)
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Health concept that integrates human and animal welfare broadly
and infectious diseases in particular (42). A country with few veterinarians, many reservoir species, and many people who consume or
trade wildlife will be at greater risk for zoonoses. Figure 4 shows the
ratio of veterinarians to nonveterinarians against the geographical
size of a nation.
Only a small proportion of veterinary workers in any nation work
on wildlife diseases and unusual viruses. Most are concerned with
domestic livestock and pets. Figure 4 provides a rough view of how
easily a virus may slip unnoticed into domestic livestock and then
into the human population in places such as Africa, where few
veterinarians practice. Southeast Asian countries tend to have more
laboratory virologists to examine pathogens that have successfully
5 of 13
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Fig. 3. Viral accumulation curves illustrating the rate at which novel viral pathogens are identified with increasing numbers of animals sampled. Viral species
richness increases for macaque monkeys (blue) and Pteropid bats (red) with the number of animals sampled. Solid lines are from rarefaction; dotted lines are extrapolations
(using double sample size). Dots A (samples 310 and richness 141) and D (samples 325 and richness 26) represent 50% sample of sample coverage, and dots C (samples 2325
and richness 284) and F (samples 2705 and richness 52) represent 99% of sample coverage. Dots B and E are the observed viral species richness. Shaded areas represent
95% confidence intervals. Data are from (21, 24).
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from some countries. For example, in the past 40 years, 12 large
vertebrate populations have been extirpated from Vietnam (51).
Globally, wildlife hunting pressure threatens more than 300 terrestrial mammal species with extinction (52).

Fig. 4. The national density of veterinarians. The ratio of veterinarians to civilians
plotted against the nation’s area. Countries are color-coded based on World Bank
income categories. The text mentions names in bold. Data were absent from the
OIE database for several nations, including China and Russia.

Wildlife hunting and trade
The human demand for wild animals also drives pathogen spillover
(43). Spillover can occur when people hunt or consume wild animals
(44, 45). It can occur at any point in wildlife trade, from the individuals
who hunt and capture wild animals to those who consume, wear, or
keep wildlife as pets, and everyone in between. Pathogen prevalence
in traded animals may grow along the chain of wildlife trade (46).
Animals in trade, including wild animals raised in captivity, are often
forced into close quarters and unnatural associations with other
species (47). These animals may also have higher pathogen prevalence than their wild counterparts (4).
The global scope of wildlife hunting and trade is notable for its
breadth and depth. The wildlife trade alone ensnares a quarter of all
mammal species, including high percentages of rodents, bats, and
primates, which host a high diversity of viral zoonoses (22, 48, 49).
The wild animal biomass consumed is also large. In 2010, the annual
take of wild animals from the Congo and Amazon basins was between 1.3 million and 4.5 million metric tons, respectively (50).
(These are the equivalent weight of 1.8 and 6.2 million cows.) Such
capture rates have eradicated entire populations of wildlife species
Bernstein et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabl4183 (2022)
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Creating institutional capacity for primary prevention
in wildlife trade
The world lacks the institutional capacity to monitor wildlife trade
for zoonotic disease risk. The Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) is the principal
international treaty governing trade in 36,000 plant and animal
species listed by the Convention, and 183 countries are parties to it.
The secretariat for CITES has stated explicitly that it is not within its
mandate to monitor pathogens in the wildlife trade (55). The World
Organization for Animal Health (OIE) is perhaps the most closely
aligned to this purpose. It conducts rigorous assessments of infectious disease threats to livestock within trades of animals and their
products. The OIE has more than 180 member states and authority
to list diseases as notifiable, linked to World Trade Organization
mandates. Member countries must report annually on the status of
a notifiable disease in their country, which measures they are taking
to test, control, or eradicate it, and whether they are designating areas
as disease-free. Diseases are listed as notifiable primarily if they
threaten profits from livestock trade. The OIE also has the authority
and capacity to list diseases that threaten wildlife through environmental sources. It rarely uses it. OIE did list amphibian chytridiomycosis, as the disease threatens the trade in amphibians because of
its spread in wild populations (56).
A sufficient budget for CITES, OIE, and national agencies charged
with monitoring animal importation to conduct the research, monitoring, and enforcement necessary to reduce risky trade could greatly
lower spillover risk. More funds alone will not suffice to provide the
surveillance needed. Critical personnel to conduct surveillance, such
as veterinarians, may be unavailable in many high-risk locations.
Wildlife trade management in China
Past zoonotic disease emergence events informed China’s response
to COVID-19. SARS, caused by a bat-borne coronavirus, emerged
in China in 2002. Starting in 2003, highly pathogenic avian influenza
has emerged and re-emerged in China among waterfowl and poultry,
and occasionally among people (34). In 2017, another bat-borne
coronavirus spilled into pigs, leading to the death of more than
24,000 piglets in southern China (57). Re-emerging zoonotic diseases
including rabies, brucellosis, hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome,
6 of 13
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established in previously uninfected hosts but relatively few people
to monitor for pathogen emergence.
Figure 4 demonstrates the national density of veterinarians is independent of the geographical size of a nation. The plot has significant
scatter ranging across two orders of magnitude from 2 veterinarians
per 100,000 people in many parts of Africa to 2 per 1000 people in
Spain (1), Uruguay (2), and the Falkland Islands (3). St. Maarten in
the Caribbean has one veterinarian per thousand inhabitants. The
United States (4), United Kingdom (5), and France (6) are roughly
on a par with Venezuela (7) and not as well-endowed for veterinarians
as Canada (8), Mongolia (9), or Cuba (10). Papua New Guinea (11),
Angola (12), Peru (13), and South Africa (14) have relatively large
land areas and few veterinarians to monitor disease in livestock,
letting alone wild animals. More well-trained veterinarians, especially
in spillover hotspots, are needed to prevent spillover from wildlife
or livestock into people.

Need for better viral surveillance and data on trade
Data on the species, trade volumes and routes, and long-term trends
in legal intranational and international wildlife trade (and certainly
the illegal trade) are generally too sparse or unreliable to assess
zoonotic disease risk quantitatively (53). Inadequate monitoring and
surveillance of wildlife trade enable zoonotic disease emergence.
Examples include the spread of the Ebola Reston virus from the
Philippines to Maryland, USA via the laboratory animal primate
trade (54) and the spread of monkeypox virus from Ghana to Texas
through the pet trade in pouched rats (47).
We consider some of the better data available of international
wildlife trade in the Supplementary Materials. There, we illustrate
the limitations of the present data shortfalls and possible actions to
improve surveillance.

SCIENCE ADVANCES | REVIEW
and severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome continue to
afflict China.
With the advent of COVID-19, China has moved to place greater
restrictions on wildlife trade. In January 2020, the Ministry of
Agriculture, the State Administration for Market Regulation, and the
National Forestry and Grassland Administration issued a temporary ban on all wildlife trade until the end of the epidemic. In
February 2020, the Standing Committee of China’s National People’s
Congress permanently banned wildlife food consumption to protect
health. Food consumption of all terrestrial wildlife is prohibited
except for a limited number of farmed species. Loopholes allow
wildlife trade for fur, medicine, exhibition, pets, and research (58).
China’s first Biosecurity Law entered into force in April 2021.
The law aims to prevent and control infectious diseases and animal
and plant epidemics, as well as to promote the development of biotechnology. A revision of the Animal Epidemic Prevention Law
released in January 2021 specifies quarantine requirements for
farmed wildlife and strengthens wildlife disease surveillance. We
consider the wider implications of prevention measures in China and
internationally in the Supplementary Materials. We also consider
there the costs of reducing China’s consumption of wildlife for food.
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THE COSTS OF PRIMARY PREVENTION

Previously, we provided preliminary estimates of how much primary
prevention might cost (9). We presented six estimates of annual
costs. We estimated $19 billion to close down China’s wildlife farming
industry, based on a Chinese report (76). A total of $476 million to
$842 million were needed to reduce spillover from livestock based on
(77) and the World Bank One World One Health farm biosecurity intervention program (78). The report provided the cost of implementing
enhanced biosecurity for zoonoses around farming systems in low to
middle income countries, and we extrapolated those data to the 31
countries with high risk of wildlife viral spillover risk from (65, 66).
The other four were our estimates for viral discovery ($120 million
to $340 million), early detection and control ($217 million to
$279 million), wildlife trade surveillance ($250 million to $750 million),
and programs to reduce spillover from livestock ($476 million to
$852 million). The most complicated estimate was reducing deforestation by half ($1.53 billion to $9.59 billion). These broad-brush
estimates provide essential insights into the relative magnitude of
each task. Here, we provide more details of the underlying issues
determining costs and the challenges of implementation.
The costs of viral discovery and spillover surveillance
To compute costs for viral discovery, we chose to use the proposed
budget of the Global Virome Project, a decade-long project that
seeks to identify 70% of the unknown potentially zoonotic viruses
in wildlife globally. It has an estimated budget of $120 million to
$340 million per year (23).
To determine the costs of early detection and control, we focused
attention on the country surveillance targets of the decade-long
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
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Deforestation
Deforestation is arguably the leading driver of pathogen emergence
(59–61) and inarguably the greatest threat to terrestrial biodiversity
(62, 63). Between 2000 and 2012, 2.3 million km2 of forest were lost
globally and the loss in the tropics increased by 3% or 2,101 km2/year
(64). Deforestation, particularly in the tropics, brings people into
contact with animals as they enter forests to clear them for agriculture
or timber, build roads, or work in mines.
Past zoonotic viral disease emergence has been tied to deforestation (65). Models of global spillover risk based on the importance
of land cover, especially forest cover, connect to novel virus
emergence (59, 66).
Figure S3 (A to E) shows maps of bat, primate, and rodent species
richness; tropical and subtropical deforestation; and human population growth (per square kilometer from 2000 to 2020). We map
wild bat, primate, and rodent orders as they have unusually high
proportions of zoonotic viruses (22, 49). Their diversity is greatest
in tropical and subtropical forests, although their patterns differ
between regions. These maps illustrate where spillover risk may be
possible but not necessarily apparent from past emergence events.
Between 2000 and 2020, as in prior decades, deforestation was
most extensive in the Amazon basin, West and Central Africa, and
Southeast Asia (fig. S3D). Deforestation creates forest edges that facilitate contact between people and viral reservoir hosts [e.g., (67, 68)].
For example, the detail in fig. S4A shows the deforestation in the
Amazon. Linear patterns occur along roads, which also act as foci
for further deforestation. Areas without deforestation are often
Indigenous-led protected areas (69).
Rapid population growth has occurred in parts of South America,
Asia, and Africa (fig. S3E) but does not usually correlate well with
deforestation. The juxtaposition of rapid human population growth
and deforestation in West Africa likely contributed to the unprecedented scale and location of the 2014 Ebola outbreaks (67).
To explore the interplay of deforestation, population, and host
species diversity and to illustrate pathways to prevent spillover near
forested regions, the Supplementary Materials discuss two contrasting
examples, the Brazilian Amazon and Kibale National Park in Uganda.

Various evidence points to the need to mitigate Amazonian deforestation as a cornerstone of primary pandemic prevention. First,
the Amazon is among the world's most biodiverse regions, particularly for bats and primates (fig. S3, A and B). While people may not
eat bats in the Amazon, they commonly hunt primates and large
rodents for food (70, 71). Second, since 2012, deforestation in the
Brazilian Amazon has risen due to persistent demand for livestock
grazing land, with weakening of the country’s forest protection policies and threats to Indigenous stewardship (72). We expect the rise
in deforestation there to increase the risk from endemic infectious
diseases (73). Third, Amazonian cities have limited capacity to contain
infectious epidemics. Last, the Amazon’s connectivity is growing.
Flights connect its cities to major population centers in Brazil and
abroad, such as Miami in the United States and Panama, which are
the crossroads of trade across the Americas and two oceans.
Smaller forests are also important sources of emergent pathogens due
to their proximity to densely populated settlements. Kibale National
Park is a mere 795 km2 but is one of the few remnant forest patches
along the eastern limits of the African equatorial rainforest. Some
of Africa’s fastest-growing human populations surround it (fig. S6).
The Amazon example shows that policy improvement, coupled
with improved monitoring and enforcement, can be effective at
large scales. Countries may achieve robust forest conservation with
policy measures similar to the Brazilian Amazon example (74). Recent experiments in Kibale have shown promise in tying conservation to investments in healthcare system strengthening, which the
communities living in and around forests may desire (75).
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The costs of monitoring and managing wildlife trade
Our estimate of monitoring wildlife trade had a relatively large range
($250 million to $750 million) because of the considerable complexities of expanding existing programs, which we now explore.
We suggest expanding the OIE’s scope to achieve a more holistic
approach to managing disease emergence from wildlife trade. This
is consistent with recommendations put forward by the OIE itself in
early 2021 (85). To do this will require more resources. The annual
2018 operating budget of the OIE was $35 million. Substantially increasing this budget should provide resources sufficient to drive a
globally significant disruption of this pathway for disease emergence.
The costs of surveillance could be covered by governments or
passed to the wildlife trade businesses (e.g., fashion houses, pet, and
aquarium sellers) and consumers, with traders requiring permits
before import. Permits are already necessary for CITES-listed species.
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This must be the new cost of doing business in a world that must
now live with COVID-19.
While CITES may not be well-positioned to address pathogen
risk in wildlife trade, wildlife enforcement networks may. They are
underfunded for this task. The ASEAN Wildlife Enforcement Network
(WEN) is the longest standing. It launched on 1 December 2005, with
10 member countries, and has an annual budget of some $30,000 (86).
The current annual budgets of all WENs are low and insufficient
to execute their missions. The U.S. State Department has been the
primary supporter of WENs. Its funds channel through nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), such as TRAFFIC and WildAid. They
have budgets of $17.4 million and $10.4 million (87, 88), respectively.
The U.S. State Department has been the sole supporter of the Central
American and Dominican Republic Wildlife Enforcement Network
(CAWEN or ROAVIS in Spanish). It provides additional support to
related counter-trafficking of wild flora and fauna.
The Wildlife Trafficking, Response, Assessment and Priority
Setting Project (TRAPS), financed by USAID and implemented by
TRAFFIC and the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), identifies and advances interventions to break trafficking
chains and disrupt organized criminal trade networks (89). Reducing Opportunities for Unlawful Transport of Endangered Species
is a sister program to TRAPS and provides data analytics to support
the transportation sector in battling illegal wildlife trade (90).
Other wildlife conservation networks supported by NGOs or
countries offer similar opportunities to monitor zoonotic disease
emergence from the wildlife trade. For example, “Red Jaguar” is
supported by the Europe–Latin America Technical Assistance
Programme against Transnational Organized Crime (El PAcCTO).
It seeks to combat environmental crimes, including wildlife trafficking
in Latin America. The U.S. Department of Interior’s International
Technical Assistance Program can extend its support for this effort,
which closely aligns with WENs. It promotes more broadly based
wildlife conservation and disease surveillance. Funding to support
WENs and other transboundary law enforcement efforts is crucial
to building the capacity to respond effectively to spillover risk from
international wildlife trafficking.
As a major player in global wildlife trade, the United States
has an incentive to lead the development of shared objectives and,
ultimately, regional funding mechanisms for the self-sufficiency of
WENs. They need between $0.5 million to $1 million per year to
operate effectively. That sum is more than 20 times the amount
ASEAN has had (86). The CITES Secretariat has the standing and
international reach to advance WENs zoonotic spillover prevention measures as part of WENs’ trade monitoring protocols. These
measures should be buttressed through coordination with OIE,
as would be consistent with the CITES-OIE memorandum of
understanding.
The costs of managing landscapes and protecting forests
In the Supplementary Materials, we map out the species richness of
bats, primates, and rodents—the three taxa most likely to cause
viral spillover. More than two-thirds of all known species live between
30oN and 30oS. We also show the past two decades of deforestation
and human population increase. Bats are most diverse in the Amazon,
primates in the Congo, and rodents have major centers of diversity
in South America, Africa, and Southeast Asia. Roads deep into the
Amazon created extensive edge areas bringing people into contact with
exceptionally diverse vertebrate communities. In West and Central
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PREDICT project. The countries were identified due to their high risk
of disease emergence from (65, 66) and in Latin America, Africa,
South, and Southeast Asia. PREDICT-1 worked in 20 countries
for 5 years (Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Cambodia, Cameroon, China,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Gabon, Indonesia, Lao PDR,
Malaysia, Mexico, Nepal, Peru, Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania,
Thailand, Uganda, and Vietnam) (79). PREDICT-2 worked in a
further 11 countries (Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea,
Jordan, Kenya, Liberia, Myanmar, Senegal, and Sierra Leone), with
minimal work in two others (India and Mongolia) (80). We assumed all programs in this section would need to run in all these
31 high-risk countries.
We identified pilot research projects that successfully identified
spillover events for the Nipah virus in Bangladesh (81) and SARSrelated coronaviruses in China (82). We analyzed budgets of the
cited grant numbers in these papers by searching the U.S. National
Institutes of Health database (83) and estimated the amount spent
on surveillance in the field. To maximize the likelihood of early detection of small numbers of spillover cases, we estimated that these
programs would need to be scaled up by an order of magnitude. We
based this scaling on the three Nipah virus spillover events identified
in Bangladesh by Nikolay et al. (81) and the geographical coverage
of the “Nipah belt” that this project funded for syndromic hospital
surveillance. We used the published budgets in the request for
proposal document for National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases Centers for Research in Emerging Infectious Diseases
(NAIAD CREID) contracts (previously called “Emerging Infectious
Disease Research Centers”). These are designed specifically to identify early spillover in emerging disease hotspot countries (84).
We then estimated the cost of control programs for these early outbreaks to include testing, isolation, and quarantine of small numbers
of cases to reduce stransmission based on costs from the budgets
that funded (81), available in (83), and of partial budgets allocated
for (84):
1) Pilot projects ($500 thousand to $700 thousand per year,
10 per country for 31 countries) = $155 million to $217 million.
2) NIAID CREID contracts ($1.5 million per year, for 31 countries) =
$46.5 million per year.
3) Isolation and quarantine ($500 thousand per year, for
31 countries) = $15.5 million per year.
Summing these three programs, the total cost of early detection
and control programs for the 31 high-risk countries would be between $217 million to $279 million per year.
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DISCUSSION

Costs and benefits
Here, we estimate the annualized economic and health costs of viral
zoonotic emergence and provide primary prevention activities and
capacity building estimates substantially refined from prior work.
We find that the sum of our median cost estimates of primary
prevention (~$20 billion) are ~1/20 of the low-end annualized value of
lives lost to emerging viral zoonoses and <1/10 of the annualized
economic losses.
Our estimates of annualized WTP for the primary prevention of
viral zoonoses depend heavily on severe events such as COVID-19,
HIV, and Spanish influenza. Countervailing forces bear upon pandemic risk. Risks will fall with advances in technology that enable
more rapid diagnostic tests, vaccines, and medications for newly
emergent diseases. The efficacy of these advances depends on expanding viral surveillance in ways that increase our ability to develop
Bernstein et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabl4183 (2022)
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tests and vaccines rapidly and deploy them widely. In addition,
investments in strengthening health care systems may substantially
reduce the disease burdens that exact heavy human and economic
tolls in much of the world (94). They may also enhance the ability
to detect and monitor disease outbreaks. At the same time, more
people are living in densely populated cities, global travel has proliferated, and governance is unstable in many countries. All of
these can increase the risk of disease spread and impact. More research dedicated to understanding how urbanization, global travel, and contact with more remote communities may alter the risk of
pathogen spread would better inform potential damages from disease
emergence.
We underestimate the economic and health costs of emerging
viral zoonoses as we have omitted multiple causes of indirect damage.
The estimates in Table 2 do not include costs from, as examples, (i)
morbidity, including, e.g., the psychological harms that result from
lost jobs, lost relatives, or social isolation; (ii) delayed medical treatments; or (iii) loss or delays of education. In short, the WTP for
preventing death (in the value of a statistical life) from an emerging
virus captures only a fraction of the value that may come from
primary prevention activities.
The distinction between primary prevention and those actions taken after emergence has occurred is not semantic. The
former creates a broad sweep of benefits, while the latter tends
to affect a single disease. Most obviously, a vaccine can be effective at reducing the prevalence of a single, currently circulating,
infectious disease, but it can never prevent the emergence of novel
pathogens.
Consider preventing deforestation. It avoids carbon emissions,
conserves water supplies, protects Indigenous Peoples’ rights,
conserves biodiversity, and suppresses the emergence of novel and
well-known pathogens (95). Many of these values, especially emerging
infectious disease risk abatement, are poorly understood and merit
further scientific inquiry. Lacking a greater understanding of these
values limits optimizing investments and decision-making to protect
health and nature (96). Yet, considering the relatively better-known
values—such as for carbon sequestration—the benefits of protecting
forests are potentially massive, independent of any effect on pandemic risk reduction (9).
Furthermore, while growing urban populations and more frequent
global travel amplify pandemic risks, the root cause of viral pandemics lies in a pathogen’s movement from an animal to a person.
No amount of travel restriction, nor surveillance, nor outmigration
from cities is likely to prevent spillover.
In addition, the viral prospecting that forms a significant component of spillover prevention will concomitantly speed the development of tests and vaccines that will be essential components of control
once spillover has occurred. Recent studies point to powerful new
methods of identifying and prioritizing potential human infecting
viruses from their genome sequences (97). Such advances would
massively increase the cost efficiency of the Global Virome databases
described here.
The case for prevention
We propose primary prevention actions and recommendations for
their implementation as a blueprint for decision-makers to forestall
the next viral pandemic. Our estimates of their cost-effectiveness
would benefit from greater certainty as to how great a reduction of
viral zoonotic disease emergence events would be achieved were
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Africa, rapid human population growth into previously forested
areas spurred wild animal meat consumption and the various HIV
spillovers.
Previously, we used a broad range of evidence-based costs
associated with preventing deforestation to estimate that cutting
deforestation by half in emerging infection hotspots would cost between $1.53 billion and $9.59 billion per year (9). Using the low-end
cost model estimates, 50% reduction of deforestation in the 10% of
the tropics that are emerging infection hotspots and 34% reduction
of deforestation in other tropical forests carry an annual cost of
$3.23 billion (2020 USD) (91). The Supplementary Materials consider the costs of slowing deforestation for the Amazon, where population densities are low and for Kibale National Park, next to one of
Africa’s most rapidly expanding populations.
Several policies enabled better protection of the Amazon. These
policies expanded protected areas, recognized Indigenous territories,
put market restrictions on illegal landholdings, placed credit restrictions on municipalities with high deforestation rates, and created
payment for ecosystem service programs benefiting small farmers
(92, 93). State-of-the-art science satellite monitoring and improved
enforcement of existing laws buttressed these policies (92).
These actions to curtail deforestation cost the Brazilian government $1 billion per year (~0.1% of Brazil’s total federal budget), primarily not only from federal funds but also with contributions from
state and cities (93). An Amazon Fund, including a $1-billion commitment from Norway between 2009 and 2019, supported actions
to reduce deforestation (92).
Reductions in deforestation for the sparsely populated and relatively intact Amazon were approximately $650 spent per hectare
saved during 2005–2012 or roughly $93 per hectare per year on
average. In contrast, thousands of dollars per hectare would pay the
full opportunity cost to maintain privately held forest.
Conservation investments in more densely populated and
fragmented forests differ. In one such place, Kibale National Park,
Uganda, costs for community health system strengthening, education, law enforcement, and general park operations sum to $33 per
hectare (estimated based on a compilation by authors of expenditures for programs in Kibale; data are available on request).
When we apply this to the approximately 1,032,000 km2 of forest
in emerging infection hotspots worldwide (66, 91), the sum is
$3.3 billion per year.
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they implemented. Notwithstanding this, the orders of magnitude
difference in costs between primary prevention actions and actions
that work to control epidemics and pandemics make even small
effects worthwhile. Even a 1% reduction in risk of viral zoonotic
disease emergence would be cost-effective.
While each of the actions that we propose can reduce the potential
threat of future pandemics, no single intervention will prevent a
pandemic. One must view these interventions as complementary
wedges akin to those proposed to slow and reverse climate change
and biodiversity loss (40, 98). Their implementation can create a
significant number of jobs across a range of skills as the global economy
reconfigures in the wake of the pandemic.
The health, societal, and economic shocks from the COVID-19
pandemic compel consideration of preventing similar future pandemic disasters. To date, most money has been spent after viruses
reach epidemic or pandemic scale, and their economic and health
damages have grown immensely. Monothetic “magic bullets,” including diagnostic tests, treatments, and vaccines, failed to control
COVID-19 as it spread around the globe and exacted the largest
health and economic toll of any pathogen in recent history. This
makes plain that we cannot solely rely upon post-spillover strategies
to prevent a similar fate in the future.
We argue that substantial gaps in knowledge, institutional capacity,
and financial resources limit the ability to avert pathogen emergence.
We recommend scientific inquiry, policy actions, and financial and
organizational resources needed to forestall the next pandemic and
estimate that primary pandemic prevention actions are remarkably
inexpensive compared to the many lives emerging viral zoonoses
take or the direct economic damage they cause. The findings and
recommendations of this paper bear upon recommendations that will
emerge from the Convention on Biological Diversity’s 15th Conference of the Parties as well as ongoing, high-level meetings to determine the most prudent paths forward to address pandemic risk and
climate change.
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INTRODUCTION
The extensive discussions between the twenty authors of this
paper led to materials too voluminous to be included in the main
text. This supplement contains several sections that emerge from
these discussions.
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CRITICAL THRESHOLDS FOR PANDEMICS
Figure S1 expands on the information presented in Figure 1. The
vertical lines correspond to years when epidemics caused by
emerging viral pathogens first appeared. The red dots quantify
cumulative births since the last epidemic. The blue dots quantify
cumulative human years of life since the previous pandemic, for
example, the number of people alive in each successive year,
summed over all the years since the previous epidemic).

(98, 99). They noticed host populations in cities or on oceanic
islands had to exceed a critical community size of around half a
million people to sustain measles continuously. More recently,
similar patterns have been observed by Rhodes and Anderson for
measles (100) and by Roy et al. for cholera and for forest fires
(101). We explicitly acknowledge that we would not expect
identical thresholds to determine the critical conditions for
epidemic outbreaks in viruses with very different etiology. We
also acknowledge that the pathogen outbreaks have started on
different continents, so it may be more appropriate to use the
number of births and cumulative human years for the continent
where each outbreak initiated. That said, the increasing
connectedness of the global human population through airline
travel might justify the use of data for the whole human
population.
ASSESSMENT OF THE VALUE OF LIVES LOST DUE TO
EMERGING VIRAL ZOONOSES
Baseline calculations
To estimate a probability distribution for viral zoonoses, we
identified all novel viral zoonoses that have emerged since 1950
that resulted in >10 deaths. We include all outbreaks known to be
severe (i.e., killed at least one million people) since 1900 to
improve the tail estimation.
Only one disease, HIV, would meet this criterion otherwise.
(This adds the 1918 Spanish influenza to our sample.) Table S1 in
the paper lists the events used in our analysis.
Most of these outbreaks produced a spate of deaths in just a
year or so. HIV is an exception, killing over 32.5 million people
over the last 40 years. Spreading deaths over time is probably
preferable to enduring all of them in a single pulse. Thus, we use
the annual death count from HIV from UNAIDS (102, 103) and
a discount rate of 5% to find the present discounted value (at the
time of HIV’s emergence) of the
future stream of total deaths from
HIV, resulting in about 10.7
million deaths.
We quantified the severity of
an outbreak in standardized
mortality units, or SMUs, where
one SMU is the percent of the
population who die multiplied by
104. For example, if 0.05 percent
(0.0005) of the population dies,
then the SMU equals 5. With
today’s world population of
7,874,965,825,
one
SMU
corresponds to about 779,480
deaths in 2021.

These data suggest the underlying presence of some form of
criticality in the size of the human population required to trigger
a new epidemic. Similar patterns have a long history in
epidemiology. Black and Barlett first posited them for measles
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We follow Fan et al. (104) and use the frequency and severity
of disease outbreaks observed in our sample to calibrate a
hyperbolic distribution of outbreaks. The hyperbolic
complementary cumulative distribution is given by:

1

This process uses four parameters: the
probability (frequency) that any outbreak
happens in a given year, Pa; the average value
of severity s for all outbreaks, μa; the
probability that an extreme outbreak occurs
in a given year, Px; and the average severity of
extreme outbreaks, μx. Like Fan et al., we
define an extreme pandemic to be one with an
SMU greater than 10.

r(s=!"($ > &) = [1 + %(1 − ()*]![#$#/(#!')] (1)
where s is the severity in SMUs of the outbreak; 1/m equals
the mean of the distribution, and f indicates the fatness of the tail.
(A smaller value of f implies that the tail of the distribution is
fatter.) We quantify r(s) for serious viral zoonotic diseases by
deriving m and f based on the diseases in Table 2.
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Our analysis includes 29 zoonoses
(including the Spanish flu). For our baseline
parameterization, we assume values for the
parameters based on the frequencies and
severities of outbreaks realized in Table S1.
We set μa equal to 10.69 SMU, the average
value of all SMU in the table. To set the annual
probability of any outbreak, we use the
frequency of outbreaks since 1950 (the first
year at which reasonable mortality data are
available for most outbreaks). We observe 28 episodes in 70 years
or about 40%; therefore, Pa = 0.4, which implies an average
outbreak return time of about every 2.5 years (Table S1).
This calculation implies an expected annual outbreak
severity of 4.28 SMU. At the 2021 world population, this is 3.3

2

million expected annual lives lost from outbreaks. We will set this
equal to the mean of the hyperbolic distribution, 1/m, in our
calibration, implying that m = 0.23. To calibrate the tail, we
observe that there have been two extreme pandemics (s > 10) this
century, so we assume Px = 0.02. We assume that the average SMU
severity of such extreme events is the average of Spanish flu and
HIV observed in the 20th century, or: 148.61 SMU. (Fan et al cite
a modelling exercise for the insurance industry that concluded

A 10% severity increase of extreme events results in an
expected overall annual outbreak severity of 11.72 x 0.4 = 4.68.
Thus, the mean SMU increases from 4.28 (m = 0.23) to 4.68 (m =
0.21). The expected annual damages from extreme pandemics are
set to the new extreme pandemic average: 163.47 x 0.02 = 3.27
SMU. Using m = 0.21, we can similarly solve for f = -6.5.
Similarly, an expected 10% decrease results in an expected overall
annual outbreak severity of 9.67 x 0.4 = 3.87. Thus, the mean

that the annual risk of an influenza outbreak on the scale of the
1918 pandemic lies between 0.5% and 1.0%. Our study considers
potentially catastrophic outbreaks of a broader set of diseases.)
The expected annual damages from extreme pandemics alone (s
> 10) are then 148.61 x 0.02 = 2.97 SMU; more than half the
annual expected deaths from pandemics comes from the risk of
extreme events. Using this in combination with m = 0.23, we then
solve for f = -6.68

SMU decreases from 4.28 (m = 0.23) to 3.87 (m = 0.26). The
expected annual damages from extreme pandemics are then
133.75 x 0.02 = 2.67 SMU. Using m = 0.26, we can then solve for
f = -7.67.

We wished to consider the possibility that, as a result of
globalization and increased population densities, extreme
pandemics might become more severe. To do so, we consider a
scenario in which the expected severity from extreme outbreaks
increases by 10%. Thus, for this scenario we set the average SMU
severity of such extreme events is the average of Spanish flu and
HIV, with severity increased by 10% to 163.47 SMU. For
comparison, we also consider the mirror-image case, in which the
deaths from extreme outbreaks are reduced by 10%.
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We also wished to model the effects from policies described
in the main paper’s sections on preventing deforestation and
addressing wildlife trade on the frequency of outbreaks of all
types. We considered the following hypothetical scenario.
Suppose that prevention cuts the frequency of all outbreaks by 1/2
relative to the baseline. In other words, we have Pa falling from 0.4
to 0.2, and Px falling from 0.02 to 0.01.
We calibrate the distribution implied by this prevention
scenario. The table gives a mean SMU of 10.69. The prevention
scenario leads to an expected yearly severity of 10.69 x 0.2 = 2.14.
Prevention cuts expected annual outbreak severity by a half. This
implies m = 0.48. The expected annual severity from severe
pandemics (s > 10) is now 148.61 x 0.01 = 1.49 SMU. This value
gives f = -11.2, reflecting a fatter-tailed distribution for total

3

expected annual damages than under the baseline scenario. Table
S2 also provides an equivalent estimate for prevention reducing
the frequency of all outbreaks by 1/3rd.
To translate our findings in the paper’s Table S2 into terms
familiar to policy analysts, we use estimates of the value of a
statistical life (VSL) to monetize mortality for benefit-cost
analyses. VSL is an estimate of people’s willingness to pay to avoid
death and varies with income. Viscusi and Masterman (10)
estimate that the average VSL for countries with different ranges
of wealth varies from $107,000 to $6.4 million. We do not know
the incidence of pandemic deaths among different countries of
the world, so we calculate total willingness to pay to avoid lives
lost with both of those VSL numbers to provide a range. Note that
these VSL estimates are conservative; other analyses of the
mortality costs of pandemics use a VSL equal to $10 million per
life lost. This is the value the U.S. EPA uses to analyze
environmental regulation benefits.
Sensitivity to dropping small outbreaks
We redid the above analysis including only those zoonoses
in the sample that resulted in at least 1,000 deaths (instead of the
lower bound of 10 deaths in the main exercise). We retain the
definition of an extreme event as one involving > 10 SMU. (As
before, this set constitutes of the Spanish flu and HIV/AIDS).
This leaves us with a smaller sample of 16 zoonoses (including the
Spanish flu). This is a rather small sample and reported mainly
for robustness. The results are below.
For our baseline parameterization, we set μa equal to 19.38
SMU, the average value of all SMUs in the restricted sample table.
We observe 16 episodes involving over 1,000 deaths in 70 years
or about 23%; therefore, Pa = 0.23, which implies an average
return time of an outbreak about every 4.35 years.
Table S2: Parameters for distribution of outbreak severity s, small
outbreaks dropped Note: Calculations in this table are similar to
those in Table S1 except the data include only zoonoses with
greater than 1,000 deaths. Results are shown for actual data and
four hypothetical scenarios.
Sensitivity to excluding Spanish influenza
To demonstrate how results change if we ignore the serious
pandemic associated with Spanish influenza, we replicate the
calculations in Table S1 excluding that one extreme event. Our
analysis now includes 28 zoonoses. For our baseline
parameterization, we assume values for the parameters based on
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the frequencies and severities of outbreaks realized in Table S3.
We set μa equal to 1.32 SMU, the average value of all SMUs in the
table. We observe 28 episodes in the last 70 years, or about 40%;
therefore, Pa = 0.4, which implies an average return time of an
outbreak about every 2.5 years (Table S3).
Alternative distributions to model disease mortality
Here we briefly discuss two alternative distributions. If r(s) is the
exponential survival function, its CDF is given by:
1 − #(%) = (#() > %) = 1 − + !", -./ ≥ 0, 2341 − #(%) = 0, -./ <
0.

Parameterizing k results in k = 1/15.7 = .064. The estimated
distribution implies that an event of the order of the Spanish flu
(273 SMU) has an annual probability of 0.00000003, resulting in
an expected return time of 39 million years, which is
unreasonable (Fan et al. cite a modelling exercise for the
insurance industry that concluded that the annual risk of an
influenza outbreak on the scale of the 1918 pandemic lies between
0.5% and 1.0%.).
A Generalized Pareto distribution survival function is given by:
#! !

#(%) = (#() > %) = 7

#

8 , 9ℎ+3

/ ≥ /$ , 234 #(%) = 1, -./ ≤ /$ .

Here, ,* is the scale parameter and k > 0 is the tail index. For our
sample, using MATLAB, we can use maximum likelihood to
estimate the following parametrization and corresponding 95%
confidence intervals: k = 4.0259 (2.2320, 5.8199); !! = 0.0012
(0.0004, 0.0037). The estimated distribution results in similarly
unreasonable expected return times.
SPILLOVER IN SAVANNAS
Before the emergence of HIV, most human pathogens had their
origins in domestic livestock. Savannas and grasslands were the
habitats from which the earliest human pathogens arrived. The
domestication of grass-eating ungulates, combined with the dogs
used to herd them, provided steppingstones for many past human
pandemics. Examples include measles, mumps, and smallpox
(136). Without vaccination, these pathogens would have as large
an impact on human health as Covid-19 does today (137).
Research in and around savannas continues to provide insights
into the emergence of zoonotic pathogens, the best practices for
monitoring and managing disease reservoir species and working
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with local people to mitigate the risks they may face from
zoonotic diseases. As in forests, veterinarians have had a leading
role in obtaining these insights in savannas.
Sarah Cleaveland and colleagues have shown that savannas
continue to be a source of pathogens for humans (138, 139). Their
projects in and around Serengeti National Park provide a
template for collaboration between veterinarians and local people
to discover and control already known as well as novel emerging
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pathogens: brucellosis (Brucella species), Q fever (Coxiella
burnetii), leptospirosis (Leptospira species), rickettsioses
(Rickettsia species), bartonellosis (Bartonella species), plague
(Yersinia pestis), as well as vector-borne diseases such as Rift
Valley fever and Chikungunya (140).

5

Their work began with rabies, a highly
lethal virus that is a risk to anyone working
with dogs who live in rural areas in close
association with wildlife (141). They
prioritized the health of domestic animals,
which frequently guard houses and
livestock. Similar dynamics between
veterinarians and the communities they
work with occur in the Arctic, where local
communities view veterinarians as some of
the few trustworthy people from outside
the close-knit Arctic communities (142).
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Fig. S3 illustrates trade data from the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITIES). It provides a
snapshot of wildlife trade through
Singapore over the past 40 years. Singapore is a compelling choice
to understand variations in the international animal trade. It is an
economic hub of Southeast Asia, and none of the species traded
has its origins in the country. Data from the early years reflect an
increase in compliance with CITES, with imports to the United
States rising quickly and then remaining stable for decades. In
contrast, imports to China have steadily increased, suggesting
that trade may follow a country’s economic fortunes or global
demand for wildlife. The CITES data from Singapore reveal that
more than 10,000 transactions (some of which can include parts
from thousands of animals) brought wildlife to the United States
in recent years.
National importation databases provide another source for
wildlife trade flows. The US Fish and Wildlife Service inspects all
wildlife shipments. The data show that most animals in trade have
lower zoonotic infectious risk — examples include corals, fish,
reptiles, amphibians (143). Moreover, the trade volume is high
but stable, with tens of millions of individual animals imported
into the US each year. Neither CITES nor USFWS data provide
much information on zoonotic surveillance and animal origin.
Furthermore, there is a lack of clarity on, and verification of,
whether animals are wild-caught, captive-bred, or ‘ranched’.
Compounding data shortfalls related to the scope of trade is
inadequate surveillance for zoonoses in traded animals. One
might infer a species’ potential as a pathogen reservoir from
knowledge about its taxon’s contribution to past emergence
events (21, 48). However, current databases of pathogen diversity
are inadequate to make predictions of viral host preferences with
confidence. This failing makes such an approach prone to
allowing novel pathogens to slip through surveillance (21, 48).
Furthermore, data in wildlife trade databases are otherwise
mostly silent on zoonotic disease risk. The US Fish and Wildlife
Service officers inspect all legal shipments of wildlife imported to
the US on arrival at designated ports to ensure compliance with
CITES. The Service only tests for a few infectious diseases
routinely. Examples are psittacosis in parrots, foot and mouth
disease in ungulates, and highly pathogenic avian influenza
(HPAI) in some poultry (144). Many countries have limited or no
disease surveillance for imported wildlife, with surveillance often
proportional to the country's affluence (145). We could find no
reference to surveillance for unknown or novel pathogens in the
wildlife trade for any country.
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The legal framework that the World Organisation for Animal
Health (OIE) uses in this regard could be effective if applied to
the wildlife trade. Wildlife trade has generally not been part of its
bailiwick, b ut if enacted, it could provide incentives for countries
to test and report diseases so that they can trade freely. It also can
enable an expansion of within-country monitoring of animals in
trade via the creation of disease-free zones. In larger countries,
this could fill a major surveillance gap, which may have
contributed to the emergence of Covid-19 (146). Shipments could
be certified as ‘tested’, with the onus on CITES to verify testing
status. The groundwork for greater collaboration between CITES
and OIE was laid down in a 2015 memorandum of understanding
in place since 2015 (https://cites.org/eng/node/18857). It aspires
to deepen their communication and cooperation “to
protect CITES-listed species and conserve biodiversity by
ensuring the efficient implementation of surveillance and disease
control measures needed to protect animal and human health
worldwide.”
Another means to control zoonotic virus emergence risk from the
wildlife trade could come from strengthening wildlife
enforcement networks (WENs). Regional WENs developed 15
years ago to create cross-border linkages between national task
forces made up of CITES, customs and police authorities (85).
WENs consist of people involved in wildlife trade monitoring and
wildlife law enforcement and are organized according to regional
trade blocs (e.g., EU, CARICOM, SADC). Inadequate financial
backing, anemic political support, lack of local leadership, and
interference from foreign countries in trade, and other factors,
have stymied WEN’s mission. While imperfect, WENs offer an
existing mechanism to coordinate enforcement around wildlife
trade. At present, none monitors animal or human health.
Policies that restrict wildlife capture and trade in countries with
high emerging disease risk may gain additional value when they
mirror policies that reduce wildlife consumption in wealthier
countries with lower emerging disease risk. For example, fur
production destined for the international fashion trade drives the
farming of raccoon dogs (Nyctereutes procyonoides) and other
species in China. Raccoon dogs were among the mammal species
infected by SARS-CoV in the wet markets of Guangdong before
the human outbreak (147). They are also susceptible to SARSCoV-2 infection (148). The ability of people to infect mink
(Mustela lutreola) with SARS-CoV-2 that can then transmit it
back to people underscores the need to monitor captive-bred
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species for pathogens (149). Legislation requiring all fur used in
garments to identify their species content and country of origin
could reduce demand. So would social pressure to reduce the
wearing of factory-farm-sourced fur for fashion, whether it be for
the fur on a mass-produced ski jacket hood or a supermodel’s
shawl.
Corporate social responsibility campaigns can drive down
demand for animal skins and fur, and along with it, the risk of
disease emergence from wild-caught or captive-bred suppliers.
Such an effort requires robust tracing of supply chains that could
be enabled by a platform similar to TRASE (https://trase.earth/).
All such measures must be assessed for their efficacy. For
example, restrictions on wildlife capture or other barriers to entry
in the legal trade of wildlife can divert animals into illegal trade.
More than a decade ago, this happened after a ban on hunting
and consumption of primates in Equatorial Guinea (150). More
animals moving to illicit trade will compromise the ability to
conduct surveillance, rapidly identify outbreaks, and trace
infection sources.
Restrictions on wildlife for food in China
China’s ban applied to capture for food but not for research,
medicines, pets, and fur production. In other nations — Peru, for
example — there have been calls to improve sanitary conditions
in markets, segregate species (especially domestic species), and
improve policing of illegal wildlife trade (151).
Primary prevention of zoonotic viral disease entails more
vigorous enforcement of national and international laws that
determine the wildlife species that can be traded ethically, legally,
and sustainably. In the months following the emergence of
Covid-19, the Chinese government banned wildlife food
consumption and prohibited hunting and breeding wild species
explicitly to reduce spillover risk.
The list of wildlife under special state protection was officially
revised for the first time on February 9, 2021 — some 30 years
after its release. Wildlife-sourced medicine was also removed
from the national basic medical insurance coverage in 2019. This
change increases the out-of-pocket cost for medicines sourced
from wildlife and disincentivizes the consumption of wildlife for
medicinal uses.
Despite these prevention measures within China, international
efforts are critical to reducing wildlife trade and disease
emergence risk. In particular, they are needed to curb the transborder supply and improve regional diseases surveillance in the
countries neighboring China.
Pathogen surveillance in China
Since HPAI and SARS, China has invested in zoonotic disease
surveillance. The Chinese National Influenza Center (CNIC) has
developed a surveillance network covering 554 hospitals and 408
diagnostic laboratories in 31 provinces and autonomous regions.
These facilities collaborate with the Animal Disease Control
Center in China on surveillance and response to disease
outbreaks in humans and livestock. In addition, the National
Forestry and Grassland Administration (NFSA) established the
Central Monitoring Station for Terrestrial Wildlife Epidemics
and Epidemic Sources in 2005. More than 350 monitoring
stations across the country collaborate with the conservation
community for terrestrial wildlife disease surveillance in China.
That includes avian influenza in wild birds. In October 2020,
following Covid 19, the NFSA has promoted a key science and
technology program for national wildlife-borne pathogens
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surveillance and transmission risk assessment. Another viral
surveillance program discovered more than 350 novel
coronaviruses in Chinese bat populations and detected viral
spillover into communities of southern China (146).
DEFORESTATION
The Brazilian Amazon
The diseases most likely to appear after deforestation in the
Amazon are vector-borne diseases such as yellow fever, Mayaro,
Oropouche, and malaria (72, 152). At least 187 different
arboviruses and other viruses in vertebrates have been isolated in
the Amazon; two-thirds of these are pathogenic to humans (152).
Fortunately, they may be less likely to result in pandemics than
viruses transmitted in aerosols. Temperatures constrain their
range, and they must pass through two hosts in their lifecycle
(153). Some, like Zika virus, induce strong immunity in humans,
which can rapidly curtail their spread (154).
Not all viruses discovered in the Amazon are vector-borne.
Neotropical Brazilian bats carry coronaviruses from the same
genera (beta) as SARS-CoV-2 (155). There has not been extensive
sampling of bats for coronaviruses in the Amazon, and so the
extent of the viral pool is largely unknown. Similarly, there has
been limited viral discovery in South American rodents, although
they are reservoirs for hantaviruses (156) — as they are
throughout the world.
Many reasons should compel preservation of the Amazonian
forest: conserving biodiversity, protecting Indigenous Peoples
and their lands, and preventing carbon emissions, among others.
The constellation of high-risk reservoir species and the
potentially large number of presently undiscovered zoonotic
viruses they carry provide another motivation to curtail the
destruction of the Amazon. Fortunately, recent history shows the
Amazon can be protected when political and financial stars align.
Rates of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon fell approximately
70% between 2005-2012 due to public policies combined with
public and private actions (91). Conceivably, reduced
deforestation might have reduced crop production or curtailed
economic opportunity. In the event, the reverse was true: during
the same interval that deforestation rates fell, soy yields and
overall soy production met or exceeded prior years with higher
deforestation rates (91). GDP in the Amazon increased by 141%
(Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística).
Several policies enabled better protection of the Amazon. These
policies expanded protected areas, recognized Indigenous
territories, put market restrictions on illegal landholdings, placed
credit restrictions on municipalities with high deforestation rates,
and created payment for ecosystem service programs benefiting
small farmers (91, 92). State-of-the-science satellite monitoring
and improved enforcement of existing laws buttressed these
policies (91).
These actions to curtail deforestation cost the Brazilian
government US$1 billion per year (~0.1% of Brazil’s total federal
budget), primarily from federal funds, but also with contributions
from state and cities (92). An Amazon Fund, including a US$1
billion commitment from Norway between 2009-2019, supported
actions to reduce deforestation (91).
As impressive as the success in protecting the Amazon achieved
with resources and people living outside the forest may be, it does
not match those who live within it. For millennia, Indigenous
peoples have lived in the Amazon and used their resources
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more people may face acute hunger
owing to loss of livelihoods – a ~20%
increase over baseline (160). Many of
them live in emerging infection
hotspots.
The challenge to reduce deforestation in
places like Kibale is the continuity of
effort and
inclusion
of
local
communities as rightful stakeholders
and beneficiaries of both the financial
profits and ecosystem services provided
by protected areas. Kibale hosts a
profitable ecotourism project based on
chimpanzee trekking. Kibale raises
funds from fees charged to tourists,
scientific researchers, and film crews. In
total, these fees, and contributions from
conservation groups, amount to
approximately $2.6 million per year.
Twenty percent of this goes to the local
community governments (161). The
Park had an annual budget of just under
US$2 million in the fiscal year 20192020. (Financial data from the authors
are available upon request). The
financial and overall success of Kibale is
exceptional among the East African
forest remnants. Many of the other
remnant forests in the region, including
the Mabira forest in Uganda and
Kakamega forest in Kenya, face many
threats but have far fewer resources to
protect them.

sustainably. In the past century, Indigenous territories have been
vital for forest protection in the Amazon. They have proven
resilient to the vagaries of government policy and funding
streams that can undermine other attempts to protect forests.
Further designation of tropical forest areas as Indigenous lands
may be among the most, if not the most, cost-effective means to
ensure forest conservation (157).

For example, the Kibale Health and
Conservation Clinic and Kibale Mobile
Health Clinic provide medical care to
16,000 people a year and, through
additional outreach, they engage with
an estimated 200,000 people(162). The
Mobile Health Clinic provides isolated
villages with medical care and guidance
on prevention and focuses on sanitation, nutrition, intestinal
parasites, family planning, and risks associated with bushmeat
consumption, and provides an early warning system if a spillover
event should occur. It also provides a forum for community
members to air grievances about the park and develops
mechanisms towards their resolution.

Kibale National Park, Uganda
Kibale’s small size may limit the risks of viral emergence.
However, Ebola and Marburg viruses may be present in Kibale’s
bats threatening its primates and people who may contact them
(158). Models of land conversion effects on disease transmission
suggest that the risk of spillover may be greatest at intermediate
levels of habitat loss in places like Kibale (58).
In the Kibale mosaic, people, livestock, and wild animals live in
close proximity, and pathogens move readily among them (159).
Spillover surveillance is essential. Outbreaks fuel a vicious cycle.
They impoverish people, and that impoverishment promotes
greater wild meat consumption. That consumption, in turn,
promotes pathogen emergence. As a result of Covid-19, the
World Food Program estimates that an additional 130 million
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